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Conventional urban traffic control systems have been based on historical traffic data. Later advancements made use of                                 
detectors, which enabled the gathering of real­time traffic data, in order to re­organize and calibrate traffic signalization programs.                                   
Further evolvement provided the ability to forecast traffic conditions, in order to develop traffic signalization programs and strategies                                   
pre­computed and applied at the most appropriate time frame for the optimal control of the current traffic conditions. We, propose the                                         
next generation of traffic control systems based on principles of Artificial Intelligence and Context Awareness. Most of the existing                                     
algorithms use average waiting time or length of the queue to assess an algorithm’s performance. However, a low average waiting time                                         












With every passing day, traffic snarls at major junctions are posing a great problem to roadway commuters. This can be                                       
largely attributed to lack of systematic lights, and specifically ideal light cycles is a crucial task in present day cities with potential                                           
non­profits regarding vitality utilization, traffic flow management, pedestrian safety, and environmental issues. In any case, not many                                 
productions in the current writing handle this issue by means of automatic intelligent systems, and, when they do, they focus on                                         
limited areas with elementary traffic light schedules. Hence, the pressing need for a context aware traffic management system is                                     
















The algorithm so proposed can be deployed at various traffic control centres to control the timing of traffic signals at busy                                         
intersections. This could prove to be highly useful for solving traffic snarls encountered at most of the busy junctions currently fitted                                         
with traffic signals working with static signal timing. Our context aware algorithm can adapt to current traffic conditions and propose                                       














































































One of the busiest junctions on the Eastern Express Highway ­ Amar Mahal Junction is located in the heart of Mumbai,                                         
India. It is a major arterial road connecting places like Ghatkopar, Vikhroli, Chembur, Santacruz, Mankhurd, Vashi and Kurla. The                                     
Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority (MMRDA) manages the roads along with the Amar Mahal Junction flyover                               
which consists of three flyovers and ten lanes. It consists of link roads, highways and station access roads. The average waiting time                                           
widely varies throughout the day. From free flowing traffic in the morning hours, the traffic comes to a grinding halt during peak office                                             
hours (9am ­ 11am and 5pm ­ 8pm). 
However, all this while, the traffic signal time remains constant. It is 60 seconds for the signal connecting Ghatkopar and                                       
Chembur while just 30 seconds for the traffic coming from Kurla or Vikhroli. It leads to unpredictable traffic and huge jams. Cars have                                             


























































Our algorithm intelligently senses the context and manages the traffic conditions. As observed from Figure 10 and Figure11,                                   
maximum waiting time at a red signal in a dynamic system is 130 seconds as compared to 360 seconds in a static system. Also, the                                                 
order in which the signal turns green depends upon the road having maximum vehicle density and is not predetermined and set to signal                                             
1 as seen in Figure 11.If the static system was to be implemented,the vehicles needing highest preference for the green signal i.e. .signal                                             
4 would have to wait for the longest time thus rendering it inefficient. 
As observed from figure 12 and 13, the stoppage time steadily goes on increasing in the static system and so does the gap                                             
between the green time and the stoppage time(Figure 13).In case of the dynamic system(Figure 12),the green time varies proportionally                                     
with the stoppage time so that the vehicles lining up at one end can be provided with sufficient time to clear up. If the static system                                                   
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